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Unit 9 - PO1



P1 - Top Down Level Plan
I made my level using Photoshop. Its set in 
an office environment and the level’s 
emotion is anger. The player starts in a long, 
dark corridor before getting to the main 
offices filled with lots of desks. My main 
mechanic here, relates to phones ringing to 
annoy the player and distracting them, whilst 
they must find the code to access the stairs 
and proceed to the next level.



P2 - Orthographic Side View
This is the side view of my level, presenting the 
elevation in my level.

My level originally contained stairs downwards 
but after some thought, an elevator seemed like 
it would fit better in the transition between my 
level and the next level. 

My level consists of 1 floor which leads to an 
elevator. You go down the elevator to proceed to 
the next level.



P3 - Extra Line Designs (Sounds)
After designing my level, I started to plan where sounds 
are generated in my game. There are 3 different types of 
sound, ambient, trigger and spacial. These sounds are 
coded via a shape system. Spatial sounds are 
represented by circles and are sounds which radiate 
from a certain area, my example is a TV. Ambient 
sounds by quadrilaterals and can only be heard in a 
specific room, such as a roof creaking. Trigger sounds 
by hexagons and are activated by a player, such as a 
toilet flushing.



P3 - Extra Line Designs (Lighting)
The lighting map I have created shows how lights will 
exist in my level. Using my knowledge of using the game 
engine for lighting, I used lighting to affect the mood and 
atmosphere my level is trying to portray, and as such, if 
you’re trying to navigate around an office, whilst avoiding 
patrol units and trying to complete a task, all whilst in a 
dimly lit room, the player is likely to get frustrated which 
is my intention for the level.



P3 - Extra Line Designs (Mechanics)
Also using my level design, I added my intended game 
mechanics to it. Each green circle you see is an object 
which you may need to interact with in order to keep 
complete the level. You will be required to answer 
phones in order to work out a randomly generated code 
in order to access the stairs, you will also be required to 
pick up a heat sensitive note which contains a way to 
decode the note given to you. In the filing cabinet you 
will find a key which is also required to open the door.



P3 - Extra Line Designs (Moveable Assets)
These don’t necessarily pertain to progressing through 
the level but you can still interact with and use them if 
you wish. The assets are interactable objects such as 
doors, toilets, sinks and filing cabinets. They do things 
such as make sound, open or close, animate or produce 
a particle effect.



M1 - AI Pathing
Each of these different colours are different routes the AI  
can take. They will patrol around these areas and if they 
see the player, they will chase them. My AI will be an 
autonomous robot which can kill the player if they get 
too close. The AI is intended to make the level harder to 
complete which in turn should make the player get 
frustrated.



D1 - Analyse Level Plans and Explore Improvements
My level plans lack objective and because of 
that, the level in and of itself seems 
pointless. To combat this, I’m going to place 
collectibles (   ) around the level which will 
unlock the coded door leading to the 
elevator.



D1 - Analyse Level Plans and Explore Improvements
Looking at my level, I intend for monitors to 
be on each of the desks. This could severely 
reduce the line of sight, impacting the 
gameplay experience. For this reason, 
instead of having monitors on the desk, I 
intend to have a more futuristic, holographic 
display where they player can see through.



Unit 11 - PO1



P1 - Identify Microphone Types
Condenser Pros:

- Creates strong audio signals without 
requiring a preamp.

- More sensitive which makes it good at 
picking up faint or distant sounds.

- Greater dynamic frequency.
- Good for quiet or indoor sound recording

Dynamic Pros:
- No need for an external power source.
- Good for recording high volume sounds or 

instruments.
- Often have a lower cost.
- More durable than that of condenser 

microphones.
- Great for outdoor and live recordings.

Condenser Cons:
- Requires external power.
- Due to the enhanced sensitivity, audio 

distortion can occur.
- Often times, these are more expensive.
- Much more fragile.
- As they are sensitive, they may pick up 

background noise which you don’t want.
Dynamic Cons:

- For better results, an amplifier is required.
- Not as sensitive as condenser 

microphones and this is more prevalent at 
higher frequencies.

- Frequency response can vary greatly 
depending on design/application.



P1 - Identify Microphone Types
Condenser best use cases:

- Studio Recordings
- Indoors
- Podcasts
- Inside a news studio
- Higher frequency recordings (such as 

vocals, violin or flute)
- Recording detailed sounds accurately
- Where having a durable microphone isn't 

required

Dynamic best use cases:
- Outdoors
- Live performances
- Recording news/interviews
- Lower frequency recordings (such as 

vocals, bass guitar or drums)
- When durability is required



P2 - Microphone Polar Patterns and Placement
Cardiod:

- Most sensitivity at the front and 
least sensitivity at the back.

- Isolates unwanted ambient noise 
and has a higher resistance to 
feedback than from 
omnidirectional mics.

- All this means that cardioid mics 
are good for stage sets such as 
live music performances.



P2 - Microphone Polar Patterns and Placement
Supercardiod:

- Reject more ambient noise than 
cardioid mics, however, they also 
pickup sound directly from the 
rear.

- This makes them good for being 
resistant to feedback.

- Most suitable for single sound 
sources.



P2 - Microphone Polar Patterns and Placement
Omni-directional:

- Picks up sound equally from all 
angles.

- This means the microphone can 
be aimed in any direction.

- Omnidirectional mics are more 
likely to get feedback as they 
can’t be aimed away from sound 
sources.

- They are good for the likes of 
podcasts where there are many 
speakers in a single place.



P2 - Microphone Polar Patterns and Placement
Figure Eight:

- Picks up sound both directly 
ahead (0 degrees) and behind 
(180 degrees) of the mic and 
pickup no sound from either side 
(90 degrees)

- Best for bidirectional sounds 
such as a 1 to 1 interview, this is 
because both sides can be 
picked up clearly.



P2 - Microphone Polar Patterns and Placement
Shotgun:

- Picks up the most audio at 0 
degrees, less from 180 degrees 
and even less from the sides (90 
and 270 degrees).

- Used primarily for TV programs 
and film sets as they pick up 
sound ahead (spoken by 
someone) and then also sound 
from around so in a café scene, 
you get some background noise.



P3 - Edit Captured Sounds

This is the effects I put onto the rain noise. I took a 
snippet from the Door Creak and repeated it to make 
this noise.

This effect was put onto the Draw Open effect. 
This is to quieten parts of the sound.



P3 - Edit Captured Sounds
I have applied 
this to my fan 
noise. This is 
to increase the 
sound made 
by the sound 
whilst also 
making the 
sound feel like 
it has more 
depth and is 
actually 
spinning.

I applied this effect to the hand dryer. This is to reflect the 
placement of the sound ingame, as the sound is in a 
bathroom, I have made it sound more like its in a bathroom 
than it previously did.



M1 - Produce 10 Sound Recordings for Game
Sounds Recorded:
- Answering the Phone
- Door Creak
- Draw Open/Close
- Dripping Water
- Fan
- Phone Ringing
- Tap Running
- Toilet Flush

https://soundcloud.com/user-151631704/sets/un
-edited-sounds-for-unit-11

Sounds Produced:
- Phone Answer
- Door Creak
- Draw Open
- Draw Close
- Dripping Water
- Fan
- Rain
- Phone Ringing
- Tap Running
- Toilet Flush

https://soundcloud.com/user-151631704/sets/ed
ited-sounds-for-unit-11

https://soundcloud.com/user-151631704/sets/un-edited-sounds-for-unit-11
https://soundcloud.com/user-151631704/sets/un-edited-sounds-for-unit-11
https://soundcloud.com/user-151631704/sets/edited-sounds-for-unit-11
https://soundcloud.com/user-151631704/sets/edited-sounds-for-unit-11


Unit 12 - PO1



P1 - Game Idea Pitch Presentation



P2 - Present Game Pitch
The initial game pitch gave us the following feedback:

- “A shorter gameplay experience is interesting, the shorter, the better”.
- “Releasing on all platforms has a huge cost and risk. It would not be advisable 

to do this, focus on one platform instead”.
- “Rather than levels be large, bring down the time limit so that the player to 

makes mistakes”
- “Why do tedious tasks make you angry?”
- “Let the player know slowly why they are there”.
- “Build upon the narrative”.



M1 - Enhance Game Pitch (Competitors)



M2 - Enhance Game Pitch (Audience)



D1 - Enhance Game Pitch (Prototype)
[D1 - Enhance the game idea pitch with a quick, rough prototype of the game idea.

A rough prototype should be quick, simple and use existing assets to show the 
core ideas of the game. It is not expected that this prototype be polished or fully 
playable. It should not contain narrative or progression, instead focusing on the 
core ideas and mechanics which make the game interesting.]



Unit 9 - PO2



I blocked out my level trying to keep it as close to my 
plans as possible. The main thing I have changed 
compared to my plans is the amount of desks and their 
placement. If I was to keep the plans, the desks would 
look out of proportion to the rest of the level.

P4 - Make Blockout Using Level Plans



P5 - Implement Pickup and Event Placement
In my level, there are four pickups which reveal a code 
to unlock the elevator. These items are shaped like 
jigsaw pieces and you need collect all four, heat them 
up using the hand dryers to reveal their individual 
numbers and then piece them together in the inventory 
to realise what exactly the code says. Each time you 
play the game, the code will be different.



P5 - Implement Pickup and Event Placement
This image shows the main interactions within my 
level. The bigger circles are to do with door 
interactions. The smaller circles on the right side are 
hand dryers, which will be needed to reveal the 
numbers on the collectibles. The small circle on the 
bottom, is where the user has to enter the code to 
unlock the door.



P6 - Implement Enemy Placement
The highlighted cylinders are my AI placements at their 
start position. They are patrol units and will follow the 
paths designed for them until the player gets into 
range, where they will chase the player until the player 
gets out of range, where they will return to their 
previous position.



M2 - Develop Level Lighting

I instead began to use spot lights for my lighting, this is 
because it illuminates a scene (to the left) better and also 
has the capabilities for mixed global illumination; where the 
lighting can be both realtime and baked instead of one or 
the other like with emission textures.

I began to develop the lighting within my level (to the 
right). Using emissive textures and Unity’s Post 
Processing Stack to provide lighting for me. I was 
given feedback upon this and the level appears 
extremely dark and you as the player can’t particularly 
see what's going on, and as such, I changed the 
lighting.



M3 - Implement AI Pathing
I have implemented 4 AI patrol units into my level. 
These wander around patrol points until they see the 
player. When the do see the player, they begin to 
chase the player.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOv06eUR_ik


M3 - Implement AI Pathing



M3 - Implement AI Pathing



M3 - Implement AI Pathing



Level Critical Path RunLevel Features Video

D2 - Produce Two Game Playthroughs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYafImYaUj4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nFx6f1B_QM


Unit 11 - PO2



P4 - Identify Sounds for Use in In-Game Videos
These are all of the sounds which I intend to have within 
my level. These sounds may get changed depending on 
what it’s possible to record with the microphones.

The squares represent ambient sounds, the circles 
represent spatial sounds and the hexagons represent 
trigger sounds.



P5 - Save the Final Files (Focusing on File Size)
My final edits have been completed. I saved them all as both .ogg and .wav files. 

Shown in all of these, the .ogg files are much smaller in comparison to the .wav 
files. Looking at the total file sizes of these, the ogg files come to 2.52MB and the 
wav files come to 16.3MB. This is an 8x decrease in file size, making ogg files 
better for use in games.

My final edits have been completed. I saved them all as both .ogg and .wav files. 



P6 - Implement Sounds Into Game Engine

This is all my audio on its respective objects within my scene. Most of these have 1 audio source on them, but the filing cabinet has 2 audio sources; 
the opening and closing of the drawer. This adds up to a total of 10 sounds.



M2 - Balance Audio to Depict Environment Exactly
I balanced my audio using the Unity Audio Mixer. I had to lower the volume for the 
Phone Ringing, the Fan and Unity’s standard footstep sounds. Alongside this, I 
had to increase the volume of Draw opening and closing, along with the water 
dripping. All the other audio, I could keep the same volume.



D1 - Apply Spatialization Effects to Audio
[D1 - Apply at least three spatialization effects to the audio content to accurately 
and effectively replicate the spatial aspects of the two in-game videos.

The spatialisation effects should be reverb, filtering, panning, amplitude changes 
etc.

Show me applying these effects to sounds]



Unit 12 - PO2



P3 - Outline Preferred Role
The role I would like to take on within the group would be as a programmer. 
Programming is where my strong suit is, and although I can do other tasks, 
programming is the one I’m best at. This will entail making all the game’s scripts, 
alongside managing the technical side of the development and ensuring that 
mechanics are in everybodies levels. This task is quite a lot of responsibility but I 
am up to that challenge.



P4 - Produce CV and Cover Letter



P5 - Discuss How Role Works Within Team Project
My role consists of completing the technical 
side of the development process, such as 
managing the Unity Collab side, 
programming most parts of everyone's 
levels and ensuring that the final product is 
pieced together nicely into one build.



M3 - Produce a Personal Development Plan



As part of this, I have 
updated my PDP and 
included a reason why I 
believe I’ve gone from one 
skill level to another skill 
level.

D2 - Act Upon Personal Development Plan



Unit 9 - PO3



P7 - Blockout Analysis
The block out which I have made includes all of the mechanics which I need for 
the final version. However, there are somethings which I have improved to create 
a better flow and provide more challenge within my level.

One of these is to do with door speed, previously, the doors opened fairly fast, but 
by changing this, I can slow the gameplay pace and create a greater challenge; as 
the AI enemies are more likely to see you and therefore, they are more likely to kill 
you.

Another of these is to do with corridor width. At first, my corridors were quite 
narrow which made it difficult to navigate due to collisions. By changing this, the 
player can move along them more swiftly.



P8 - Methods of Gathering User Feedback
User feedback methods;
- Watching people play the game without direction.
- Getting them to comment on the game itself.

The feedback generated from watching people play the level is that I can see how 
people interact with it and whether or not the level is self-explanatory.

The feedback generated from people’s comments on the level helps outline the 
problems with it. This helps outline what needs to be fixed within my game.



P8 - Methods of Gathering User Feedback



P9 - Utilise User Feedback to Improve the Level
Based on User Feedback, the main problem lay with being unable to see what the 
important items actually are. Because of this, I have changed the colour from a 
plain white to a gold colour. This helps them stand out more.



M4 - 3D Level Analytics vs Intended in Plans
[M4 - Use level analytics to test the 3D level against the original plans for combat, 
such as AI paths, making adjustments as required.

Level analytics can be generated from testing and come in any output which 
allows the learner to analyse how players have interacted with their level. Systems 
such as heat maps (youtube.com/watch?v=91Q4lw5TEu4) would be great 
however are not possible/easy to implement with all games engines. A simple 
screen recording of players and translating that into identification of choke points, 
preferred paths, player death locations etc would suffice.]



M4 - 3D Level Analytics vs Intended in Plans
[M4 - Use level analytics to test the 3D level against the original plans for combat, 
such as AI paths, making adjustments as required.

Level analytics can be generated from testing and come in any output which 
allows the learner to analyse how players have interacted with their level. Systems 
such as heat maps (youtube.com/watch?v=91Q4lw5TEu4) would be great 
however are not possible/easy to implement with all games engines. A simple 
screen recording of players and translating that into identification of choke points, 
preferred paths, player death locations etc would suffice.]



Unit 12 - PO3



P6 - Identify Development Tasks For Role
For this role I will have to complete various tasks, as you can see on 
the left. The first 4 regard level specific scripts for all the levels. After 
this, I have to do the UI programming, AI programming and then 
refine the scripts that I create to ensure that they are to a good quality 
and are easy to use by the rest of my team. It has also been added 
that if we have the time, that I am the one to implement VR Support, 
this is because it requires programming but is also because I’m the 
only member within the group to have a VR headset.



P7 - Prioritise Job Task List
The priority of my tasks change from sprint to sprint as I and other members 
complete tasks. This is because once something is done, that the tasks below it, 
move up the ranking and get focused on next. You can see this in my sprint by 
sprint overview.



P8 - Use of Planning Tools - Sprint 1
By the end of the sprint, 
everything set was completed 
without a hitch. This is likely 
because we didn’t set enough 
work in this sprint because we 
didn’t want to overstretch 
ourselves whilst we got to know 
how each of us works. 

In this sprint we focused on the game pitch 
required for PO1. Along with beginning to design 
our levels along with the games plot.



P8 - Use of Planning Tools - Sprint 2
Again, at the end of this sprint, 
everything we set was 
completed.

In this sprint we focused on sound designs and 
furthering our level designs. This is for both Unit 
9 (levels) and Unit 11 (sounds).



P8 - Use of Planning Tools - Sprint 3
This sprint is the first where we 
began to have problems regarding 
the completion of tasks. By the end, 
not all the scripts were done, such 
as level 3 and level 4 and this 
meant that blockout’s were also 
delayed because they were still 
waiting on mechanics. Near the end 
of this sprint, Kelan stopped 
attending college causing alarm for 
myself and the other two members 
of the team.

This sprint is where most of the harder work began, 
we started to focus on blocking out our levels and 
getting the majority of the programming done.



P8 - Use of Planning Tools - Sprint 4
Following Kelan’s 
disappearance, we decided to 
move his tasks to their own 
Sprint. This was to declutter our 
workspace, and help Kelan 
upon his return. However, Kelan 
had actually quit college which 
meant we had to scrap his task 
and follow our contingency 
plans.

This sprint is where we continued to get the code 
done and mechanics blocked out whilst also beginning 
to focus on the models for each of the levels.



P8 - Use of Planning Tools - Sprint 5
This sprint ended with the 
majority of tasks being 
completed. All the scripts were 
refined, most of the models 
were finished, the AI was 
implemented and the UI was 
finishing up design.

This sprint was dedicated to code cleanup leftover 
from multiple people programming all at differing 
levels, focusing on sorting out the AI programming, 
continuing the models and beginning the UI process.



P8 - Use of Planning Tools - Sprint 6
Most of the task were 
completed within this sprint. 
With the exceptions being, UI 
designs and programming. This 
is due to the fact that nobody 
had the time to take on the 
workload, and I didn’t see the 
need to complete the UI 
programming as no UIs were 
being designed.

The plan for this sprint is to ensure that all the tasks 
that haven’t yet been completed, have been 
completed.



M4 - Produce Contingency Plans
Whenever a task isn’t complete, we can either get another team member to help with that if 
they have completed their tasks or move it to the next sprint, or we cut it from the game 
itself. Which one we choose varies massively depending upon which sprint we are in and 
how big the task is.

For example, if a complex script such as one for AI combat isn’t completed, this will likely be 
removed due to the skill level of other members and the time it takes to complete that task.

However, if it was a texturing task, this can be passed onto other members for their help.

Tasks will only be shared if other members have finished all of their jobs, or it is a more vital 
task that what they have left to do.



Unit 9 - PO4



P10 - Implement Two Functional Doors
This video showcases three of the four doors 
within my level. One of these doors slides, and 
the other two rotate. When you look at my 
designs, these doors are located as follows:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNY3z5SZmvs


P11 - Implement Moving Environment Element
This video showcases the moving 
environment element in my level. Its 
an elevator which moves you from 
my level, to the next level.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLVegSCS-OY


P12 - Implement an Environmental Event
The cutscene shown here allows the 
player to find out where they are 
meant to go and what they are meant 
to do within my level; which is collect 
items. This cutscene shows them 
where these items are.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIswHPyWsKY


M5 - Implement Damageable Environment Element
For this part of the criteria, the door 
at the end becomes unlocked but 
jammed. To fix this, the player must 
destroy the element.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kax6uZuT44s


D3 - Implement Useable Cover Mechanic
I have implemented a cover/crouch 
mechanic. This helps hide the player 
from the AI patrol units when the 
crouch behind a desk.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EhyoDLmWmk


Unit 12 - PO4



P9 - Complete Asset Development Tasks
The problem here began when Kelan left 
and us just about having enough time to 
complete our own tasks. The fact that the 
rest of the team had to work on UI 
designs meant we didn’t have time. The 
UI programming was not completed 
because it seemed pointless when no 
designs were being worked on and I also 
was waiting until the last day before all 
my assets were completed.I have completed all of the tasks set by me and the 

other members of my team, besides two cards, these 
are UI programming - solely my job - and UI designs - 
the whole team’s job.



P10 - Implementation of Assets
The assets which I have created, have solely regarded the programming aspect 
and my sound design work. The code is created within Unity itself and the group 
gets access to them through Unity’s Collab functionality. Alongside this, other 
members of my group were responsible for creating the 3D models. These were 
completed too late in the development process for me to implement into my level. 
The audio work, was implemented into my blockout instead.



P11 - Provide Contribution to Development
We used a website called Trello to contribute to development along with plan out our tasks. All of this is 
shown within the Trello Activity tab. Looking back, this only seems to go so far before it won’t load any 
more activity. My contributions lay over the 2 week sprint periods. To communicate with the team, I used 
Discord and put cards into the Progress list within Trello.

Sprint 1 - Worked on Initial Game Pitch, One Sheet, Level 3 Designs and Game Plot
Sprint 2 - Worked on Level 3 Designs and Initial Audio Work
Sprint 3 - Worked on Scripts for Level 1, 2 and 3 and the Level 3 Blockout
Sprint 4 - Worked on Scripts for Level 3 and 4 and the Level 3 Blockout
Sprint 5 - Worked on Refining Scripts, Level 3 Models and the AI Within Levels
Sprint 6 - Worked on Level 3 Models, Building my Level and making a Game Executable.



P12 - Partake in QA Testing (Report and Fix Bugs)
In this code, the buttons for “New Game” 
and “Load Game” should be enabled, but 
they weren’t. (Shown to right). The problem 
is that the .enabled tag disabled the button 
itself and not the gameobject. I fixed this by 
changing .enabled to 
.gameObject.SetActive(). This solved the 
problem, as shown on the images in the 
left.



P12 - Partake in QA Testing (Report and Fix Bugs)
In this code, the buttons for “New Game” 
and “Load Game” should be enabled, but 
they weren’t. (Shown to right). The problem 
is that the .enabled tag disabled the button 
itself and not the gameobject. I fixed this by 
changing .enabled to 
.gameObject.SetActive(). This solved the 
problem, as shown on the images in the 
left.



P13 - How to Improve Future Collaborations
There were a number of things which went wrong within this project and overall, I 
feel like the development team was unsuccessful.

First of all, there was poor communication with all the team members throughout 
the entire project, we didn’t really communicate outside of college which is where 
a lot of the work was done. The way to solve this would be to simply speak to each 
other more, especially outside of college, and also use the Trello service more like 
a message board.

Secondly, I noticed that quite a lot of the team, myself included, was 
procrastinating a lot, especially with deadline approaching, this is something which 
comes down to the individual and making the project the majority of their time.



P13 - How to Improve Future Collaborations
Thirdly, all of us began to burn ourselves out in the last few sprints. This is 
because of our previous procrastination and us poorly managing the workflow. The 
solution to this is to have a better insight into the workflow, which this project has 
taught us what not to do.

Fourthly, the project was poorly managed, I feel that nobody besides me really 
used Trello to their advantage and I had no idea what everyone else was working 
on and at what times. The way to sort this, is to just keep up to date with it as a 
team, this also draws onto our lack of communication. Nearly nobody used the 
Collab comments to say what they had done.

Finally, the team itself didn’t really work well together, I’m not sure why this is, but 
it stems again from the lack of communication.



M5 - Reflect On Contribution to Development
I feel like my contribution to the project has worked well. Most of my scripts work 
well and work efficiently; there aren’t any bugs which have been highlighted within 
the final game. My level does lack modelled assets and that is partly my fault. It's 
all modelled but the models I have done can’t be exported due to a bug with 3DS 
Max, and the models which Reece has done were sent to me at a point where I no 
longer had time to build my level with the pieces and ensure its working. I have 
contributed to the final product with the programming which I have done, this is 
what makes the project work properly.



M6 - Analyse Final Game
I feel like the game itself is much different to what we as a team had in mind. I feel that this 
purely comes down to inexperience with making games, in the fact that we aren’t good at 
judging what exactly can get done within a set timeframe; this is something only learned with 
experience. The game isn’t bad, but it seems to lack purpose. Level 1 seems to difficult, and 
like theres no direction, level 2 feels meaningless and not fun, and level 3 also isn’t fun to 
play. The game as a whole was intended to be a puzzle game, but it's more like a walking 
sim where you collect items for no reason whatsoever. The game itself is playable and better 
than a lot of things on the market, but it's boring at best and I haven’t been feeling the project 
for the final sprint or two. I think a lot of these issues stemmed from Kelan leaving and that 
not being anticipated and then the workload increasing for the rest of us, ruining the rest of 
the project. That’s not just Kelan’s fault, but all of ours for not sitting down properly and 
discussing how this affects the game and that we should scale it down.



D3 - Analyse Assets Produced

I feel that the assets which I have produced have been to a high standard. I 
set myself of the goals of improving my C# programming, level design and 
sound design skills. And I feel that these have in fact improved. Prior to this 
project, I’d only designed one other level in my life, which was for a unit I did 
in the first year of Games Design, I’d never done any audio work and now, I’ve 
edited all my audio and implemented it into a games engine, also, prior to this 
project I had a somewhat intermediate understanding of C# scripting within 
Unity, however, now I understand much more as I’ve stepped out of my 
comfort zone by using what I feel to be more difficult like RayCasting and the 
UnityEngine.AI library.


